
Operation Instructions

TG Series Interchangeable Hydraulic Bolt Tensioner
TS Series Spring Return Hydraulic Bolt Tensioner
TW Series Special Multi-Stage Hydraulic Bolt Tensioner for Wind
Turbine

Please read these instructions carefully before operating. And keep

instructions properly for future reference.
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These instructions contain warnings, precautions, operation methods for TG, TS, and TW series

hydraulic bolt tensioners.

These operation instructions are only for the reference of the end users.

I. Receiving Notice (Unpacking Inspection)

Visually inspect all components for shipping damage. Shipping damage is not covered by warranty.

If shipping damage is found, notify carrier at once. The carrier is responsible for all repair and

replacement costs resulting from damage in shipment.

II. Warnings and Precautions

Safety First

Please carefully read and understand the operation contents of these instructions before use and

abide by these operation rules to prevent the personal injuries and equipment damages during

operations of the equipment. SAIVS will not be liable for any damage arising from the incorrect

operations.

Warning: Operate only by professionals and wear protective articles (such as goggles)

during operations.

Warning: Keep a 3~5m distance from the bolt tensioner during the pressure rise of the

hydraulic tensioner. Never stand on the straight front of force-applying direction. Ensure

to carefully monitor the increasing of hydraulic oil pressure by operator (by observing the

pressure gauge). During the continuous increasing of pressure, if the pressure seemingly

fails to increase, immediately stop the pressure rise. In such case, it probably indicates the

occurrence of stretching deformation of the bolt. Therefore, immediately check the

threaded connections and dimensional fit accuracy.

Warning: Adjust the operating pressure of hydraulic pump based on the required

tightening torque. The piston of the hydraulic tensioner is marked with red stroke warning

line. Do not operate beyond this stroke during operations.

Notice: Do not overload or operate the hydraulic tensioner beyond the stroke limit during

operations.

Warning: It’s prohibited to use damaged, worn, or aged sealing subassembly, hydraulic
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hose, or quick coupling.

Warning: If the hoisting, handling, or transfer of the heavy-duty tensioner is required

during construction, tighten the eyebolts before operation.

III. Overview

Also referred to as hydraulic tensioner, the hydraulic bolt tensioner boasts the tightening and

disassembling functions for the bolts and can be extensively applied for metallurgy, mining,

petrochemical, ship industry, and locomotive manufacturing industries. By means of the hydraulic

power supplied by the super-pressure hydraulic pump and the permissible elasticity of the material,

it stretches the bolts to realize the tightening and disassembling of the bolts. In addition, it can also

be used as a device for applying axial force onto hydraulic interference connections for press-fit

installation. Especially for the seriously polluted working environments or the working

environments with limited spatial area, the hydraulic tensioner is non-replaceable by any other tool

and is an ideal process equipment for assembling of large and medium machinery products and

repairs of equipment.

Product features of TG series hydraulic bolt tensioner:

1. It’s applicable for tensioning the bolts of diversified specifications with the change of

tensioning head, featuring powerful applicability.

2. The gravity return function features simple structure, low cost, and convenient operations.

3. It features compact structure, light weight, and high tensioning force.

4. It’s applicable for 3/4”- 4” (M20-M100) bolts, with torque output at 227~2,643KN, maximum

operating pressure at 1,500Bar, and effective stroke at 15mm.

Product features of TS series hydraulic bolt tensioner:

1. It’s applicable for tensioning the bolts of diversified specifications with the change of

tensioning head, featuring powerful applicability.

2. The spring return functions features simpler operations.

3. It features high accuracy, fast speed, and high operating safety.

4. It’s applicable for 3/4”- 4” (M20-M100) bolts, with torque output at 180~3,109KN, maximum

operating pressure at 1,500Bar, and effective stroke at 15mm.
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Product Features of TW Series Special Multi-Stage Hydraulic Bolt Tensioner for Wind

Turbine

1. The multi-stage cylinder design maximizes the tensioning length.

2. With compact structure, high tensioning force, and high carrying capacity, it’s suitable for

operations in narrow space.

3. The automatic spring return function and over-stroke protection function are suitable for

frequent operations.

4. It features 700~1500bar operating pressure and 10mm effective stroke.

5. It’s extensively applied for installation of wind turbine towers.

IV. Model Description

物 T □ □ - □

Bolt specification

Rated tensioning force (KN)

G Interchangeable type / S Spring return type / W
Special multi-stage type for wind turbine

Hydraulic bolt tensioner
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V. Main Technical Specification

TG Series

Tensioning head

Shifting hole

Quick coupling

Support ring

Shifting ring

Shifting ring
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Type
Model Bolt Model Rated

force
Maximum
stroke Weight A B C D E F G

Imperial inch mm Metric KN mm kg mm
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TS Series

Type
Model Bolt Model Rated

force
Maximum
stroke Weight A B C D E F G H

Imperial inch mm Metric KN mm kg mm

Bottom
Top
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TW Series

Model Bolt
Extension length

of bolt (mm)

Maximum

stroke

Rated

force
A B D Weight

Metric Min Max mm kN mm mm mm kg

TW4B-M30 M30 59 69 8 517.08 72 205 64 6.16

TW5B-M33 M33 64 73 10 639.91 79 217.5 71 7.24

TW6B-M36 M36 71 81 10 753.61 84.5 229.5 77 8.75

TW8B-M39 M39 76 86 10 900.63 92 263 83 11.12

TW9B-M42 M42 83 93 10 1032.96 97 262.5 95 12.75

TW10B-M45 M45 88 98 10 1199.42 155 275.5 94.5 15.86

TW12B-M48 M48 94 104 10 1357.29 111 286.5 100.5 17.84

TW16B-M56 M56 110 120 10 1873.54 132 314 115 26.5

TW22B-M64 M64 124 134 10 2469.19 150 352 124 35

Ex
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VI. Working condition

1. Perform the theoretic calculation for the tightening torque or lifting pressure of the material as

per the working demands, in order to determine the requirements on the tensioning force of

hydraulic tensioner and the tensioning length of the bolt.

2. The working environment shall provide a certain working space and the contact datum for

support ring of hydraulic tensioner must be level to ensure the smooth tensioning.

3. The use of the bolt tensioning process has the following requirements on the nuts:

A. Whenever possible, use round nuts to ease tightening. If the hexagon nuts are used, the position

and depth of the nut shifting hole must be guaranteed.

B. The height of the nut shall be less than the height of hydraulic tensioner support ring and the

reserved space shall be no less than the gap of tensioning length.

C. The diameter and position of the nut shifting hole shall be determined as per related dimensions

of the hydraulic tensioner.

VII. Operation Method

1. Preparations

A. Screw the hexagon nut onto the bolt, attach the shifting ring into the hexagon nut, and shift the

shifting ring by shifting rod, till there is basically no gap.

B. Attach the hydraulic bolt tensioner cylinder onto the bolt and cover the round spiral by support

ring. In such case, notice to rotate the opening of shifting hole on the support ring to an

appropriate position to help shift the nut by shifting rod.

C. Screw the tensioning head suitable for the bolt into the bolt and tighten by shifting rod, till the

fits of all portions are basically free of gap.

D. If multiple hydraulic tensioners are simultaneously used for tensioning, check and ensure that

the quick male connector of the hydraulic distributor is securely connected with the quick

female connector of the hydraulic hose before operating the super-pressure hydraulic pump.

E. At completion of the installation, insert the quick female connector of the hydraulic hose from

the super-pressure hydraulic pump into the quick male connector of hydraulic tensioner

(Connect the multiple tensioners for simultaneous tensioning as shown in Figure 1).
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(Figure 1)
2. Start

A. Operate the super-pressure hydraulic pump to input hydraulic oil into the cylinder of hydraulic

tensioner so that the piston starts working and the hydraulic tensioner enters working state (The

piston is marked with red stroke warning line. Do not operate beyond this stroke. In such case,

notice the operating pressure of super-pressure hydraulic pump and the tensioning length of

bolt to control them within the specified ranges).

B. When the reading of the pressure gauge of the super-pressure pump starts to increase, notice to

shift the shifting ring continuously by shifting rod to prevent the seizure between hexagon nut

and cylinder bottom of hydraulic tensioner.

C. When the operating pressure and the tensioning length of the hydraulic tensioner reach the

rated values, immediately stop the super-pressure hydraulic pump, insert the shifting rod into

the shifting hole of shifting ring, and shift the hexagon nut clockwise to tighten in place.

D. During operations, if the multiple tensioning and tightening cycles are specified for the bolts by

the process requirements, after the first tightening cycle for the hexagon nuts as per the process

requirements, unload the super-pressure hydraulic pump as per the operation procedure, insert

the shifting rod into the shifting hole of tensioning head and shift clockwise to return the piston,

and then operate as per item “A”, till the process requirements are met.

3. Disassembling

After the operations of hydraulic tensioner, unload the super-pressure pump before disassembling.

There are two disassembling methods at your choice depending on the working environment:

A. Under the connected state of the super-pressure hydraulic pump, after the unloading of the

pump, insert the shifting rod into the shifting hole of tensioning head and rotate the threaded

sleeve clockwise to fully drain the hydraulic oil from the cylinder and return the piston (This
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operation is omitted for the TS series spring return type). Then, disconnect the quick coupling

connected with high pressure hose, unscrew the tensioning head, and take out the hydraulic

tensioner cylinder to complete the tensioning process.

B. Disconnect the quick coupling connected with high pressure hose, unscrew the tensioning head

from bolt, take out the hydraulic tensioner cylinder, and loosen the plug screws on the cylinder

by an Allen wrench. Levelly clamp the hydraulic tensioner on a vice and slowly tighten the

screw to fully drain the residual hydraulic oil from the cylinder, till the piston is completely

returned (Alternatively, knock uniformly by a rubber hammer to fully drain the hydraulic oil of

cylinder and return the piston).

VIII. Maintenance

1. Ensure to operate strictly as per the methods and procedures specified by the operation

instructions and do not increase the input operating pressure of hydraulic tensioner or the

stretching length of bolts, in order to prevent damaging the seals and related fitting parts.

2. At completion of the operations, wipe clean for proper preservation and especially guard the oil

inlet port against ingress of dirt into the cylinder from damaging the cylinder and piston



Note:

1. Our company reserves the modification right for these operation instructions

of this bolt tensioner without further notice.

2. For more detailed information, please contact our company.

Ningbo Saivs Machinery Co., Ltd.

Postal code: 315135
Tel.: +86-574-88067629

+86-574-88344911
Fax: +86-574-88345368
Website: www.saivs-industrial.com

2nd Edition/2016

http://www.saivs-hydraulic.com

